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Hi! I'm Jenny.

I love that you are taking your time to read your Scrum book. I want to briefly share with you why we wanted to write this book for you and how you can get the best use out of it.

Within the context of our Scrum certification programs we made a thorough research in Scrum education space.

The conclusion was: We failed to find one single textbook, we could sincerely recommend to our students!

We talked to our successful students and found out that, almost none of the Scrum books in the market could really help them make a smooth entry to Scrum Framework. Significant number of Scrum books in the marketplace claim that they cover all details of Scrum, but what they are not telling is that, they don't have understandable, clear and logical content to help their readers comprehend and most importantly love Scrum!

Therefore, we wrote for you Scrum Revealed and brought it for your service!

We are absolutely confident that Scrum Revealed will make you proficient in Scrum Framework, so that you will have an outstanding opportunity to love Scrum and keep on taking the tangible benefits of being a Scrum professional.

Take some coffee to enjoy and some paper to take your notes, and spend some quiet time to read your Scrum book!

Afterwards you will have a great understanding about Scrum domain and be prepared to pass your Scrum certification exam. You will be ready to deliver great products and services to your clients and employers and to build your bright career and future!

Jenny Evans
Chief Operations Lead
International Scrum Institute™
ABOUT INTERNATIONAL SCRUM INSTITUTE™

International Scrum Institute™ is an independent institute which helps organisations and professionals get accredited with worldwide renowned and valid Scrum Certification programs and prove their competence in Scrum domain. We empower professionals worldwide to build their careers, and companies to create and sell their outstanding products and services.

Your Scrum Master, Scrum Product Owner, Scrum Team Member, Scrum Coach, Scrum Trainer, Scaled Scrum Expert, Scrum Certification for Java Developer, Web Developer and Mobile Application Developer Accredited Certification Programs have proven their worldwide Acceptance and Reputation by being the choice of more than 438'000 Scrum Practitioners in 143 Countries.

Scrum is an open Project Management Framework, and yet before International Scrum Institute™ was founded for you, there has been no reasonable way for Scrum Professionals like yourself to obtain Scrum Certifications and to prove your competence in Scrum domain. Scrum Professionals had to pay expensive fees for the one way profit-driven Scrum Certification Programs of other Certification Entities.

International Scrum Institute™ aims to remove these barriers set in front of the Scrum Professionals in developed and emerging markets by saving them from paying unreasonable fees for Scrum Classroom Trainings and Scrum Certification Examinations before they certify their knowhow in Scrum.

Moreover, feel free to check out "What makes Your Scrum Certification Programs Best of the Industry?" section on our www.scrum-institute.org web portal to read why we perform and serve you far more better than our competition.

International Scrum Institute™ provides 9 major online Scrum Certification Programs which are designed by our consortium of renowned business and people Leaders, coaches, mentors, experts and authorities from all major industries. You can check your Scrum Certification Programs from this List of Scrum Certifications.
WHAT IS SCRUM?

Scrum is a lightweight agile project management framework mainly used for software development. It describes an iterative and incremental approach for project work.

Overview of Scrum Framework

Scrum can be used in all kinds of software development: for developing complete software packages, for developing only some parts of bigger systems, for customer or internal projects.

The Scrum Framework implements the cornerstones defined by the agile manifesto:

- Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
- Working software over comprehensive documentation
- Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
- Responding to change over following a plan

The Scrum Framework itself is very simple. It defines only some general guidelines with only a few rules, roles, artifacts and events. Nevertheless each of these components is important, serves a specific purpose and is essential for a successful usage of the framework.

The main components of Scrum Framework are:

- The three roles: Scrum Master, Scrum Product Owner and the Scrum Team
- A prioritized Backlog containing the end user requirements
- Sprints
- Scrum Events: Sprint Planning Meeting (WHAT-Meeting, HOW-Meeting), Daily Scrum Meeting, Sprint Review Meeting, Sprint Retrospective Meeting

Important in all Scrum projects are self-organization and communication within the team. There is no longer a project manager in a classical sense. In the
Scrum Framework the Scrum Master and the Scrum Product Owner share his responsibilities. However, in the end the team decides what and how much they can do in a given project iteration (Sprint).

Another central aspect within the Scrum Framework is continuous improvement: inspect & adapt. The Scrum Teams have to frequently inspect and assess their created artifacts and processes in order to adapt and optimize them. In the midterm this will optimize the results, increases predictably and therefore minimize overall project risk.

The Scrum Framework tries to deal with the fact that the requirements are likely to change quickly or are not completely known at the start of the project. The low-level requirements are only defined at the time when they are going to be really implemented. In Scrum, changes and optimizations of product, requirements and processes are an integral part of the whole engineering cycle.

Another cornerstone of the Scrum Framework is communication. The Scrum Product Owner works closely with the Scrum Team to identify and prioritize functionality. This functionality is written down in user stories and stored in a Scrum Product Backlog. The Product Backlog consists everything that needs to be done in order to successfully deliver a working software system.

The Scrum Team is empowered to only select the user stories they are sure they can finish within the 2-4 weeks of Sprints. As the Scrum Team is allowed to commit their own goals they will be more motivated and work with best possible performance. The Scrum Master is another important role in the Scrum Framework as it works as a servant-master with the Scrum Team. His/her main tasks are to make the Scrum team understand how Scrum operates, to protect the Scrum Team from external interruptions and to remove impediments that hinder the Scrum Team to reach its maximum productivity.

The Scrum Framework in its simple form is best used for smaller, one-team projects. But with the introduction of additional roles like the "Chief Scrum Product Owner" it is also usable in bigger multi-teams and/or distributed-team projects.
**Introduction to Scrum - A Real World Example (Case Study)**

**Before starting the first Sprint**

Alex is assigned as the Scrum Product Owner of a new software development project. One of his first tasks is to start requirement engineering. He writes down the most important use-cases and discusses them with the architects, customer representatives and other stakeholders. After collecting the high-level use-cases and requirements, he writes them into the Scrum Product Backlog and initiates an estimation and prioritization session with the architects and some senior developers. As a result of this session all the items in the Scrum Product Backlog have an initial rough estimation and a prioritization. Now he starts to break-down the high-level requirements into smaller-grained user stories. With this list he then calls for the first Sprint Planning meeting.

**Sprint 1 - Day 0**

During the Sprint Planning meeting Alex presents the Scrum Product Backlog items from the highest priority to the lowest. The team clarifies open questions and for each item the team discusses if they have enough capacity, the required know-how and if everything else needed is available. After this
discussion they commit to complete the stories 1,2,3,6,7 and 8 until the end of this sprint. The items 4 and 5 cannot be realized in this sprint, as some technical infrastructure is not yet in place.

After the Sprint Planning meeting Frank - the Scrum Master of the team - calls the team to define the details of how the committed items are going to be implemented. The resulting tasks are written down on the cards at the prepared Sprint Task board. Now everyone of the Scrum Team selects a task to work on.

**Sprint 1 - Day 1**

In the morning the whole team gets together for their Daily Scrum Meeting. Everyone gives a short statement what has been achieved so far, updates the estimation of remaining hours on the cards of the Sprint Task board, tells what he or she is planning to do today and tells if there are any impediments that hinders him to continue his work. Today one of the team members tells that he has problems because he needs a new license for one of the software tools he is using. Frank checks if other team members have the same problem and says that he'll take care of that after the meeting. After 15 minutes everyone goes back to work.

After the meeting Frank updates the Sprint Burndown. Then he calls the software vendor of the tool, orders licenses and forwards them to the people that need them.

**Sprint 1 - Day 2**

In the morning again the whole team gets together for their Daily Scrum meeting. In the afternoon one of the Scrum team members is unsure about the details of one of the user stories. He calls Alex – Scrum Product Owner- and discusses the open points with him. After the team member finds out what to do, then he can continue with his implementation.

**Sprint 1 - Day 28**

This is the final day of the first Sprint and Frank – Scrum Master- has invited the team for the Sprint Review Meeting. The team has prepared a machine with the current software implementation. Alex – Scrum Product Owner- sits in front of the machine and checks if the implementation meets his expectations and if the features are documented as required. At the end of the Review Session he concludes:

- Stories 1,2,6 and 7 are finished as expected.
• Story 3 couldn't be finished in time and was not presented at all.
• Story 8 has some points that have to be re-factoring.

In the afternoon the team gets together for the Sprint Retrospective Meeting and discusses what went well during the sprint and what could be improved. One of the feedback is that the team has the feeling that they do not know enough about the overall system architecture. Frank takes the task to invite the system architect to give a more detailed introduction.

**Sprint 2 - Day 1**
Alex –Scrum Product Owner- adds new items to the Scrum Product Backlog based on his recent customer meetings. Moreover, he adds additional items for the re-factoring of story 8. Alex then invites the team for the Sprint Planning Meeting for Sprint 2. The team discusses and commits to stories with the guidance of Frank –Scrum Master- and the second Sprint begins.
WHAT MAKES WATERFALL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT MODEL FAIL IN MANY WAYS?

Studies have shown that in over 80% of the investigated and failed software projects, the usage of the Waterfall methodology was one of the key factors of failure. But why?

As shown above, when deploying the waterfall methodology there is a strict sequential chain of the different project phases. A previous phase has to be completed before starting the next phase. Going back is in most cases difficult, costly, frustrating to the team and time consuming.

The project timeline is planned at the start. A releasable product is delivered only at the end of the project timeline. If one phase is delayed all other phases are also delayed.

To avoid this users of the waterfall methodology normally try to anticipate all possibilities beforehand. This means that in one of the earliest phases of the project they try to define all requirements as fine grained and complete as possible. However, requirement definition in such an early phase of the project is often very difficult and therefore many requirements change (or should change) throughout
the project. Studies have shown that in larger and complex projects about 60% of the initial requirements are changed throughout the project. Other requirements are implemented as defined but are not really needed by the customer and consume valuable time that could have been better used to implement functionality with a higher added value for the customer.

The separation into different project phases force users to estimate each phase separately. The problem is that most of these phases are normally not separate. They are working together and in parallel.

The waterfall approach for developing software can be used for implementing small and simple projects. But for bigger and more complex projects it can be said that this approach is highly risky, often more costly and generally less efficient than Scrum Project Management Framework.
What Makes the Scrum Framework Succeed?

The Scrum framework changes the classical triangle of project management. The compromise is no longer between Time, Budget and Quality. It is now becoming the triangle of Budget, Time and Functionality.

Quality is no longer an option. In Scrum the factors that define when a feature is complete (in terms of quality, required testing, documentation etc.) are defined by the Definition Of Done (DoD) right at the start of the project. No incomplete or untested feature will be released to the customer. Now the functionality to implement will be defined throughout the course of the project and implemented incrementally. This incremental development allows to remain flexible and to change in a controlled manner without the additional costs and risks of jeopardizing large chunks of previous work. At the end of each increment (Sprint) a result is available that can be shown and discussed with the customer to get and incorporate feedback as soon as possible.

As this flexibility does not only apply to software requirements, but also to the operational processes themselves, the Scrum Framework allows optimizing resources usage (time, budget) and minimizes waste.

Studies have shown that Scrum has following positive effects in practice:

- Increased productivity
- Better product quality
- Reduced or stable project costs after introducing agile methods
- Higher customer satisfaction
- Increased satisfaction and motivation of the employees
So even if introducing and using the Scrum Framework is sometimes non-trivial, the flexible and iterative approach of the Scrum Framework eases handling of complexity and better copes with the fact of ever-changing customer and business requirements. Thus, Scrum is in most cases a better alternative to the classical methodologies.
**SCRUM ROLES - THE SCRUM TEAM**

Within the Scrum Framework three roles are defined:
- The Scrum Team
- Scrum Master
- Scrum Product Owner

Each of these roles has a defined set of responsibilities and only if they fulfill these responsibilities, closely interact and work together they can finish a project successfully.

**The Scrum Team**
Within the Scrum Framework all work delivered to the customer is done by dedicated Scrum Teams. A Scrum Team is a collection of individuals working together to deliver the requested and committed product increments.

To work effectively it is important for a Scrum Team that everyone within the team
- follows a common goal
- adheres the same norms and rules
- shows respect to each other

When setting up a new Scrum Team one always has to keep in mind that no new team will deliver with the highest possible performance right from the beginning. After setting up the team it has to go through certain phases as described by the Tuckman-Model: Forming, Storming, Norming, Performing.
How long it takes until the Scrum Team is in the Performing Phase depends on the team, and yet it normally takes about 3 Sprints until the team is mature enough to deliver their results in a predictable way.

Characteristics of a Scrum Team
Scrum Teams always have the following characteristics:
• Team members share the same norms and rules
• The Scrum team as a whole is accountable for the delivery
• The Scrum Team is empowered
• It is working as autonomous as it is possible
• The Scrum Team is self-organizing
• The skills within the Scrum team are balanced
• A Scrum Team is small and has no sub-teams
• The people within the Scrum Team work full time in the team
• People are collocated

Rules & Norms
Of course their environment defines some of the norms the teams have to follow, but some rules and norms are developed during the Norming phase. This set of common rules is quite important. Otherwise the team members would have to constantly waste valuable time to switch between different value systems and rule sets. Examples for such norms and rules are:
• time and location of the Daily Scrum Meeting
• the Definition Of Done (DoD) used to decide if work is finished or not
• coding guidelines
• tools to use
Accountability
The Scrum Team as a whole is responsible to deliver the committed delivery in time and with the defined quality. A good result or a failure is never attributed to a single team member but always the result of the Scrum Team.

Empowerment & Self organization
The Scrum Team has to be empowered to define
• what it will commit to deliver at the end of the sprint
• how the expected results have to be broken down into tasks
• who will perform the task and in which order they are performed
Only if the Scrum Team is empowered to decide these things it will work with the highest possible motivation and performance.

Balanced set of skill
Individuals within the Scrum Team will most certainly have specialized skills and focus. However to achieve best possible performance it would be optimal to have a balanced set of skills. Only then the Scrum Team will be able to deal with the ever-changing challenges and can act as autonomous as it is possible.

On one hand this means that a Scrum Team should be multidisciplinary (developers, tester, architects etc) right from the beginning. On the other hand this also means that each team member should learn a little bit of each other's specialization, e.g. a if required to finally reach the committed goal a developer should also perform or write tests.

As a consequence this also means that within the Scrum Framework it is not differentiated between e.g. "tester" and "architect", they all share the same title "Scrum Team Member" even if the primary skill is not to develop production code.

Size of the Scrum Team
Scrum Teams are small. The ideal size is 7 +/- 2 people.

If there are more people the communication overhead gets too large and the team should be split into multiple Scrum Teams. These Scrum Teams should be coordinated and communicate with each other but otherwise work independently.

Collocation
To minimize unnecessary communication overhead each Scrum Team should be collocated. If work has
to be spread over multiple locations, independent Scrum Teams should be created.

**Responsibilities of the Scrum Team**
The Scrum Team and each of the team members has certain responsibilities which have to be fulfilled:

- They have to breakdown the requirements, create task, estimate and distribute them. In other words this means that they have to create the Sprint Backlog.
- They have to perform the short Daily Sprint Meeting.
- They have to ensure that at the end of the Sprint potentially shippable functionality is delivered.
- They have to update the status and the remaining efforts for their tasks to allow creation of a Sprint Burndown Diagram.
The Scrum Master

Broad speaking it is the job of the Scrum Master to ensure that the Scrum Team adheres to the Scrum theory, practices and rules.

The Scrum Master is part of the Scrum Team and acts as a servant-leader for the Scrum Team. In the beginning this will be a full-time job so that the Scrum Master will not be able to directly contribute to the Sprint results. However after some Sprints the processes will settle so that the workload for the Scrum Master will drop and he could actively contribute to the Sprint Goal.

Since it is crucial that there is trust between the Scrum Master and the other team members it would be ideal if the Scrum Team selects the Scrum Master itself. However, in reality most often the Management selects the Scrum Master. To get the required trust the Scrum Master should have no line-management responsibility for one of the team members. Otherwise the necessary open communication and decision finding will be hampered.

Responsibilities of the Scrum Master

The Scrum Master has several important responsibilities:

- Guard the Scrum Team from external requests and disruptions
- Act as a change agent and adapt processes to maximize productivity of the team
- Coach the Scrum Team
- Remove impediments for the Scrum Team
- Ensure efficient communication between the Scrum Team and the Scrum Product Owner
- Facilitate the various Scrum Events

In order to effectively do this, a number of skills are helpful:

- Moderation
- Coaching
- Development know-how

Guarding the Scrum Team / Removing impediments

An important job of the Scrum Master is to guard the team members from "urgent requests". Line-Management or the Scrum Product Owner will often try to assign new, unplanned and not committed requests to the team or individual team members. However one of the key aspects of Scrum is that all
deliverables and work-packages are known and committed by the Scrum Team before the Sprint and that the Scrum Team can work 100% on these deliverables. The job of the Scrum Master is to discuss such requests and to either postpone the request until the next sprint starts or to cancel the current sprint and start-over.

The developers within the Scrum Team should only concentrate on developing customer value by delivering potentially shippable functionality. The Scrum Master helps by removing impediments that block or hinder development. Examples could be organizing meetings, clarifying questions or performing supporting work.

**Change agent**
One of the cornerstones of the Scrum Framework is continuously improvement through inspect & adapt. The Scrum Master hosts and moderates the Scrum Retrospective Meeting and his job is then to facilitate the change of the identified shortcomings.

**Facilitation of Scrum Events**
The Scrum Framework defines several meetings that have to be organized and facilitated by the Scrum Master:

- Daily Scrum Meetings
- Sprint Planning Meetings
- Sprint Review Meetings
- Sprint Retrospective Meeting
SCUM PRODUCT OWNER

The Scrum Product Owner is a central role within the Scrum Framework. Most of the responsibilities of the classical product manager and the project manager are combined within this single role.

He represents the end customer and/or other stakeholders and is responsible for maximizing the value of the product by ensuring that the right work is done at the right time.

As a consequence this means of course that the Scrum Product Owner has to work very closely with the Scrum Team and coordinates their activities over the whole lifetime of the project. No one else is allowed to tell the development team to work from a different set of priorities.

The Scrum Product Owner has a number of responsibilities:
• Managing the Scrum Product Backlog
• Release Management
• Stakeholder Management
• Work closely with the Scrum Team

Of course the Scrum Product Owner can delegate certain activities (like physically maintaining the Scrum Product Backlog), but in the end he remains responsible.

Managing the Scrum Product Backlog
The Scrum Product Owner is the only person allowed to manage the contents of the Scrum Product Backlog. This means he has to:
• Create, maintain and clearly describe the Scrum Product Backlog items
• Prioritize the items to best achieve goals and mission
• Ensuring that the Scrum Team understands the items in the Scrum Product Backlog

Release Management
The Scrum Product Owner is responsible for reaching the project goals. He creates and maintains the release plan and decides about deliveries, functionalities and therefore about the costs of a project.

He manages the Scrum Team by creation and prioritization of appropriate Scrum Backlog items.
**Stakeholder Management**
External stakeholder should not communicate directly with the Scrum Team. Instead the Scrum Product Owner should collect and discuss required functionalities with the different Stakeholders (e.g. customer, marketing, service etc). These requirements are then combined and filtered before giving it to the team in the form of prioritized Scrum Product Backlog Items.

**Work closely with the Scrum Team**
For a successful project it is important that the Scrum Product Owner and the Scrum Team work together very closely. He is responsible that everyone in the Scrum Team understands what is required.

The Scrum Product Owner is also responsible for checking and accepting the Sprint results during the Sprint review session.
HOW DOES THE SCRUM FRAMEWORK WORK WITHOUT A PROJECT MANAGER?

In a traditional project normally a product manager defines the requirements. Realization is then delegated to a project manager and he coordinates all activities needed to realize the project.

The Scrum Framework does not define a “project manager” in the classical sense although these activities are of course required. Within the Scrum Framework the responsibilities of a project manager are distributed over the roles of the Scrum Product Owner and the Scrum Master.

The definition of the role and responsibilities of the Scrum Master takes into account that decisions about functionality, release plan and costs can done much easier and better if one person is responsible for the content and the planning. Otherwise there will always be a tension between the Scrum Product Owner (not responsible for the project) and the project manager (not responsible for the content). If these responsibilities are combined everything will be much easier.

Nevertheless the Scrum Master will take over some of the responsibilities of a traditional project manager. Tracking the tasks within a Sprint and resolving impediments are within his responsibility. Since he is part of the Scrum Team it is much easier and much more efficient to handle such topics directly in the team.
THE SCRUM PRODUCT BACKLOG

In the simplest definition the Scrum Product Backlog is simply a list of all things that needs to be done within the project. It replaces the traditional requirements specification artifacts. These items can have a technical nature or can be user-centric e.g. in the form of user stories. The owner of the Scrum Product Backlog is the Scrum Product Owner. The Scrum Master, the Scrum Team and other Stakeholders contribute it to have a broad and complete To-Do list.

Working with a Scrum Product Backlog does not mean that the Scrum Team is not allowed to create and use other artifacts. Examples for additional artifacts could be a summary of the various user roles, workflow descriptions, user interface guidelines, storyboards, or user interface prototypes. However, these artifacts do not replace the Scrum Product Backlog but complement and detail its content.

The Scrum Product Owner uses the Scrum Product Backlog during the Sprint Planning Meeting to describe the top entries to the team. The Scrum Team then determines which items they can complete during the coming sprint.

Each Scrum Product Backlog has certain properties that differentiate it from a simple to-do list:

- an entry in the Scrum Product Backlog always add value for the customer
- the entries in the Scrum Product Backlog are prioritized and ordered accordingly
- the level of detail depends on the position of the entry within the Scrum Product Backlog
- all entries are estimated
- the Scrum Product Backlog is a living document
- there are no action-items or low-level tasks in the Scrum Product Backlog

Only entries that add value
Each entry in the Scrum Product Backlog must have some kind of customer value. Entries without any customer value are pure waste and should not be present anyway. The Scrum Product Backlog can include entries for the exploration of customer needs or various technical options, a description of both functional and nonfunctional requirements, the work necessary to launch the product, and other items as well, such as setting up the environment or
remediating defects. Some tasks may not add direct value to the functionality. Nevertheless they might add value by increasing quality or reducing incidents in the long term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Todo List</th>
<th>Story</th>
<th>Estimation</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>As an unauthorized User I want to create a new account</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>As an unauthorized User I want to login</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>As an authorized User I want to logout</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Create script to purge database</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>As an authorized User I want to see the list of items so that I can select one</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>As an authorized User I want to add a new item so that it appears in the list</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>As an authorized User I want to delete the selected item</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>As an authorized User I want to edit the selected item</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>As an authorized User I want to set a reminder for a selected item so that I am reminded when item is due</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>As an administrator I want to see the list of accounts on login</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total     | 30                                                        |

Example Scrum Product Backlog

Living document
The Scrum Product Backlog is changed throughout the whole project. If needed, new requirements are added and existing requirements may be modified, defined in more detail or even deleted. Requirements are no longer frozen early on. Instead the final set of requirements within the Scrum Product Backlog is also developed iteratively, together with the resulting software. This is different to traditional requirements engineering but allows maximizing customer value and minimizes development effort.

Different level of details
The requirements in the Scrum Product Backlog have a different granularity. Only those requirements that shall be implemented during one of the next sprints are defined in greater detail and everything else is more coarse-grained. The simple reason for this is that it does not make sense to invest time and effort into the specification of these requirements, as most of these requirements will have changed anyway until implementation starts.

No low-level tasks
The Scrum Product Backlog shall not contain the detailed requirement information. Ideally the final requirements are defined together with the customer during the sprint. Breakdown and distribution of these requirements is the responsibility of the Scrum Team.
The Scrum Product Backlog is ordered
All entries are prioritized and the Scrum Product Backlog is ordered. The Scrum Product Owner with the help of the Scrum Team does the prioritization. Added Value, Costs and Risks are the most common factors for prioritization. With this prioritization the Scrum Product Owner decides what should be done next.

All entries are estimated
All the entries within the Scrum Product Backlog have to be estimated according to the agreed definition (e.g. story points). This estimation can then be used to prioritize entries in the Scrum Product Backlog and to plan releases.

Working with the Backlog
The backlog needs regular attention and care - it needs to be managed carefully. At the start of the project the Scrum Team and its Scrum Product Owner start by writing down everything they can think of easily. This is almost always more than enough for a first sprint.

After this initial setup, the Scrum Product Backlog has to be maintained in an ongoing process that comprises the following steps:

• As new items are discovered they are described and added to the list. Existing ones are changed or removed as appropriate.
• Ordering the Scrum Product Backlog. The most important items are moved to the top.
• Preparing the high-priority entries for the next Sprint Planning Meeting
• (Re-)Estimating the entries in the Scrum Product Backlog

The Scrum Product Owner is responsible for making sure that the Scrum Product Backlog is in good shape this is a collaborative process. When using the Scrum Framework about 10% of the Scrum Teams total time should be reserved for maintaining the Scrum Product Backlog (discussion, estimation etc.).

The collaborative maintenance of the Scrum Product Backlog helps to clarify the requirements and creates a buy-in from the Scrum Team.
**Scrum User Stories**

The entries in the Scrum Product Backlog are often written in the form of User Stories. A User Story tells a short story about someone using the product. It contains a name, a brief narrative, and acceptance criteria and conditions for the story to be complete. The advantage of user stories is that they focus on exactly what the user needs/wants without going into the details on how to achieve it.

There are different recommendations how to define User stories. A template could be as follows:

**As an [actor], I [want|must] [action] so that [achievement]**

Or in a shorter version:

**As an [actor], I [want|must] [achievement]**

**Actor:** The 'owner' of the user story. This is often a user but it is recommended to be more specific here. By using specific actors (e.g. "Administrator", "Logged in Customer", "Unauthenticated visitor") it’s easier to understand and sets the user story into context.

**Action:** What the actor want to do. If it is a mandatory action it can be prefixed by "must". Otherwise "want" is used.

**Achievement:** What the actor wants to achieve by performing the action. This is the result from executing the action seen from the actor’s point of view.

*Example User story*

As a <customer> I want to <see the catalog of salable items> so that <I can order one of them>
As a <administrator> I want <be able to disable accounts>
As a <trainee> I must <answer all the questions>
SCRUM EFFORT ESTIMATIONS — PLANNING POKER®

All the entries within the Scrum Product Backlog have to be estimated to allow the Scrum Product Owner to prioritize the entries and to plan releases. This means that the Scrum Product Owner needs an honest assessment of how difficult the work will be. Nevertheless it is recommended that the Scrum Product Owner does not attend the estimation to avoid pressuring (intentionally or otherwise) the Scrum Team.

The Scrum Framework itself does not prescribe a single way for the Scrum Teams to estimate their work. However within the Scrum Framework the estimation is not normally done in terms of time - a more abstracted metric to quantify effort is used. Common estimating methods include numeric sizing (1 through 10), t-shirt sizes (XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL) or the Fibonacci sequence (1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, etc.).

Important is that the team shares a common understanding of the scale it uses, so that every member of the team is comfortable with it.

Planning Poker® / Scrum Poker
One commonly used method during the estimation process is to play Planning Poker® (also called Scrum Poker). When using Planning Poker®, influence between the participants are minimized and therefore a more accurate estimation result is produced.

In order to play Planning Poker® the following is needed:
- The list of features to be estimated
- Decks of numbered cards.

A typical deck has cards showing the Fibonacci sequence including a zero: 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89; other similar progressions are also possible. The reason for using the Fibonacci sequence is to reflect the uncertainty in estimating larger items. A high estimate usually means that the story is not well understood in detail or should be broken down into multiple smaller stories. Smaller stories can be estimated in greater detail. It would be a waste of time to discuss if it is 19, 20 or 25; the story is simply (too) big.
The game is then played in the following steps:

- The Scrum Product Owner presents the story to be estimated. The Scrum Team asks questions and the Scrum Product Owner explains in more detail. If many stories have to be estimated a time-constraint (e.g. only one minute for explanation) might be set as well. If the time-constraint is reached and the Scrum Team does not understand the story it is a sign that the story has to be re-written.
- Each member of the Scrum Team privately chooses the card representing the estimation.
- After everyone has chosen a card, all selections are revealed.
- People with high and low estimates are allowed to explain their estimate.
- Estimation starts again until a consent is found.
- This game is repeated until all stories are estimated.

*Planning Poker® is a registered trademark of Mountain Goat Software, LLC.*
**WHAT IS A SPRINT?**

In the Scrum Framework all activities needed for the implementation of entries from the Scrum Product Backlog are performed within Sprints (also called 'Iterations'). Sprints are always short: normally about 2-4 weeks.

Each Sprint follows a defined process as shown below.

Each Sprint start with two planning sessions to define the content of the Sprint: the WHAT-Meeting and the HOW-Meeting. The combination of these two meeting are also defined as Sprint Planning Meeting. In the WHAT-Meeting the Scrum Team commits to the User Stories from the Scrum Product Backlog and it uses a HOW-Meeting to break the committed User Stories into smaller and concrete tasks. Then implementation begins.

At the end of the Sprint a Sprint Review Meeting is conducted to allow the Scrum Product Owner to check if all of the committed items are complete and implemented correctly. Additionally a Sprint Retrospective Meeting is conducted to check and improve the project execution processes: What was good during the Sprint, what should continue as it is and what should be improved.

**The Sprint Process**

During the Sprint a short daily Standup-Meeting (Daily Scrum Meeting) is held to update the status of the items and to help self-organization of the team.
**Scrum Burndown Chart**

The Scrum Burndown Chart is a visual measurement tool that shows the completed work per day against the projected rate of completion for the current project release. Its purpose is to enable that the project is on the track to deliver the expected solution within the desired schedule.

![Scrum Burndown Chart](image)

**Simple Burndown Chart**

The rate of progress of a Scrum Team is called "velocity". It expresses the amount of e.g. story points completed per iteration. An import rule for calculating the velocity is that only stories that are completed at the end of the iteration are counted. Counting partially finished work (e.g. coding only - test missing) is strictly forbidden.

After a few Sprints the velocity of a Scrum Team will most likely be predictable and would allow quite accurate estimation about the time needed until all entries in the Scrum Product Backlog will be completed. If the velocity of a Scrum Team is e.g. 30 story points and the total amount of remaining work is 155, we can predict that we need about 6 Sprint to complete all stories in the Backlog.

However in reality the entries in the Scrum Product Backlog will change over the duration of the project. New stories are added and other stories are changed or even deleted. In the simple Burndown Chart the velocity of the Scrum Team and the change in the scope cannot be distinguished. To reflect this, another form of diagram can be used.

Here a bar chart instead of a line diagram is used. The size of each bar represents the total amount of work remaining at the start of each sprint. The velocity of the team is subtracted from the top while changes in the Scope change the bottom of the bar.
Separating Velocity and Scope Changes

To get even more accurate we can also take the rate of changes in total work into account. However we have to be careful when using this model since the rate of change will be high in the beginning of the project but will drop at the end.
Sprint Planning Meeting

Each Sprint and each Sprint Planning Meeting starts with a WHAT-Meeting. Goal of this session is to define a realistic Sprint Backlog containing all items that could be fully implemented until the end of the Sprint.

Preparation
For a successful WHAT-Meeting some preparation is necessary:
- The Scrum Product Owner defines the Sprint Goal.
- Based on this goal the relevant entries in the Scrum Product Backlog are chosen by the Scrum Product Owner.
- These entries are updated and broken into smaller stories so that they can be completed within one Sprint.
- The entries are estimated & prioritized.
- The team defines their capacity for the upcoming Sprint.

Sprint Goal
The Scrum Product Owner defines the Sprint Goal. It is a short description of what the sprint will attempt to achieve and what should be realistic and comprehensible for everyone.

Team Capacity
The total capacity of the Scrum Team might change from Sprint to Sprint. In order to come to realistic commitments it is necessary to know the total capacity of the team for the upcoming Sprint considering e.g. vacations, public holidays, efforts for Scrum Meetings and time needed for other activities during the Sprint.

The Meeting Session
During the session the Scrum Product Owner presents the Sprint Goal and discusses it with the team. After that the Scrum Team iterates through the relevant items in the Scrum Product Backlog and the team commits to the entries which they think can be fully completed within the Sprint. The decision should be based on available capacity and knowledge about the entries.

At the end of the session the list of all committed entries from the Scrum Product Backlog provides the base for the HOW-Meeting and the Scrum Backlog.
The HOW-Meeting
The goal of the How-Meeting is to fill the Sprint Backlog by identifying the concrete tasks needed for complete implementation of the Scrum Product Backlog entries. Tasks normally include design-, implementation-, test- and documentation-activities.

The HOW-Meeting can be done in a separate session after the WHAT-Meeting, during the WHAT-Meeting when committing the entries or both.

After identifying the necessary activities they are estimated by the team. Base for this estimation should be person-hours. The team should how long it will need to do everything that is required to finish this activity.
THE SPRINT BACKLOG

Within the Sprint Backlog all activities required to complete the committed entries from the Scrum Product Backlog are stored. All entries have to be estimated on a person-hour base in order to track progress and remaining efforts.

The Sprint Backlog is a living artifact and is updated on a daily base. If a team member starts to work on an activity his name is recorded within the sprint backlog. New activities can be added to the Sprint Backlog during the Sprint. At the end of the day all remaining efforts are updated and this defines how much work is left until the Sprint Goal is reached. The Definition Of Done (see below) is used to decide if an item is done or not.

The Sprint Backlog can be kept electronically within e.g. an Excel-Sheet or with cards on a task board. The latter has some advantages (e.g. transparency and easy access) but add additional complexity if the Scrum Team is distributed over multiple sites. The figure below shows an example how such a task board could be organized. The structure should be adapted to reflect the needs of the project.

Example Sprint Task Board
DEFINITION OF DONE (DoD)

In order to be able to decide when an activity from the Sprint Backlog is completed, the Definition of Done (DoD) is used. It is a comprehensive checklist of necessary activities that ensure that only truly done features are delivered, not only in terms of functionality but in terms of quality as well. The DoD may vary from one Scrum Team to another, but must be consistent within one team.

There might be different DoD at various levels:
- DoD for a Scrum Product Backlog item (e.g. writing code, tests and all necessary documentation)
- DoD for a sprint (e.g. install demo system for review)
- DoD for a release (e.g. writing release notes)
The Sprint Burndown Report shows the progress within the Sprint toward reaching the Sprint Goal. It provides transparency about the current performance (burndown rate) and allows easy estimation if the Sprint Goal can be reached in time or if the team has to find additional measures to speed-up completion of the remaining activities.

The initial Sprint Backlog defines the start-point for the remaining efforts. The remaining effort of all activities are collected on a daily base and added to the graph. In the beginning the performance is often not as good as predicted by the ideal burndown rate due to wrong estimations or impediments that have to be removed in order to get on full speed.
DAILY SCRUM MEETING / DAILY STAND-UP MEETING

The daily Scrum meeting is a short everyday meeting, ideally during start of the working day. Each team member who works towards the completion of a given sprint needs to participate. During this meeting, each team member should briefly provide the answers of the following three questions:

- What has he/she accomplished since the last daily Scrum meeting?
- What is he/she is going to accomplish until the next Scrum meeting?
- What are the impediments that prevent he/she from accomplishing his/her tasks?

All team members should attend and they should stand during the meeting. The daily Scrum meeting should ideally not last more than 15 minutes. On the other no issues or concerns raised during the meeting are allowed to be ignored due to the lack of time. Issues or concerns ought to be recorded by the Scrum Master and needs to be specifically handled after the meeting.
SPRINT REVIEW MEETING

At the end of each sprint a Sprint Review meeting is held. During this meeting the Scrum Team shows which Scrum Product Backlog items they completed (according to the Definition of Done) during the sprint. This might take place in the form of a demo of the new features.

It is important to notice that Backlog items that are not completed shall not be demonstrated. Otherwise this might suggest that these items are finished as well. Instead incomplete items/remaining activities shall be taken back into the Scrum Product Backlog, re-estimated and completed in one of the following sprints.

The Sprint Review meeting should be kept very informal. No PowerPoint slides should be used and time for preparation and performing the meeting should be limited. During the meeting the Scrum Product Owner inspects the implemented backlog entries and accepts the solution or adds new stories to the Scrum Product Backlog to adapt the functionality.

Participants in the sprint review typically include the Scrum Product Owner, the Scrum Team and the Scrum Master. Additionally management, customers, and developers from other projects might participate as well.
SPRINT RETROSPECTIVE MEETING

After the Sprint Review meeting took place the Scrum Team and the Scrum Master get together for the Sprint Retrospective. In this meeting all team members reflect on the past sprint and check three things: what went well during the sprint, what didn't, and what improvements could be made in the next sprint. The meeting should be time-boxed (e.g. 3 hours).

The Sprint Retrospective is an integral part of the “inspect and adapt” process. Without this meeting the team will never be able to improve their overall output and cannot focus on the overall team performance. Therefore actionable suggestions to improve performance should be available at the end of the meeting.
The Scrum Framework - as described so far - works best for a single Scrum Team in one location. However, in reality a single Scrum Team often cannot realize projects or resources are spread over multiple locations. As a consequence the number of teams has to be increased and/or the teams will be distributed. The reasons for this can be technical (e.g. experts are not available locally), size-related (project too big) or business-related (e.g. usage of resources in low-cost countries or speed-up by usage of different time-zones).

As communication is an integral part of the Scrum Framework, special care had to be taken to overcome the challenges when working within a distributed environment. Therefore all team members should have access to the appropriate communication tools (e.g. video conferencing and web cams) to breaking down the more tangible communication barriers.

**Project Organization - Multiple Teams**

The simplest way of extending the Scrum Framework when working in a large-scale project is to increase the number of teams in the same location.
If multiple teams have to be used to implement the requirements it is important to make sure that the number of teams does not grow too fast. Best is to start with a single team and after the first sprints have been completed adding a small number of other teams. If required after these teams are productive other teams could be added.

Increasing the Number of Teams

For creating new teams there are two possibilities:
• Splitting an existing team into new teams and add new members
• Adding completely new teams

Splitting an existing team has the advantage that the required know-how is already available in the team and the team can get productive faster. The drawback is that already working teams are torn apart.

When adding completely new teams, these existing teams can continue with their work without much disruption. However, it will take longer to build up the necessary system-know-how in the new Scrum Team.

Independent from the decision how to add new teams the following rules should be followed:
• Start with a small number of teams
• Always wait until a foundation is build and the teams have stabilized
• Increase the number of teams in small steps

Project Organization – Distributed Teams

Even more complicated it will get if these new teams are distributed over multiple locations. Now also more often communication obstacles will occur and special care has to be taken to introduce and involve all team members adequately.
To make sure that new team members are introduced adequately and build-up the required knowledge as fast as possible, new team members could e.g. temporarily added to an existing team, preferably even in another location. With this approach the know-how is transferred and personal relationships with people in other teams and locations build.

Virtual Teams
Another possibility for distribution is that the team itself is spread over multiple locations. Such a team is called a "virtual team".
The main challenge here is to ensure good communication between the team members since some people might not be able to physically participate in meetings or have no access to "communication helpers" like the Sprint Board.

One possibility would be to use collaboration and/or communication tools. Co-located people could then e.g. be added to meetings via video conferencing or the meetings could even be performed completely in a 'virtual room' provided by most collaboration platforms.

**Scrum Product Owner Team**

Proper communication between the Scrum Product Owner and the team is crucial for successful implementation of the project. To ensure that the Scrum Product Owner is always available to the team, it is often necessary to have multiple Scrum Product Owners working together. Ideally there is one dedicated Scrum Product Owner per team.

The Scrum Product Owners should then build a dedicated Scrum Product Owner Team to effectively work together. One of the Scrum Product Owners should be assigned the role of the 'Chief Scrum Product Owner' who is responsible to ensure that the product is developed in a coordinated fashion.

Since this team is responsible for the complete requirement engineering it might also be beneficial to add other roles and stakeholder like architects or customer representatives.
All Scrum Product Owners should work within a single Scrum Product Backlog containing all stories relevant for the project.

**Component or Feature Teams**
When distributing work we can slice the teams in different manners: as Component or Feature teams.

**Component Teams**
When using Component teams each team is only responsible for the implementation of dedicated components in the system. To finish a user story it is in most cases necessary to split the stories into smaller pieces that could be implemented within a single component. The resulting dependencies between the teams make integration on a regular base necessary. In many cases a single user story cannot be finished within a single sprint as implementation in one team depends on the results of other stories in other team that are not yet available. This is called "Pipelining" and should be avoided as far as possible.

Advantage of using component teams is that it is easier to ensure proper architecture of the system. On the other hand people specialize only on small parts of the system and knowledge about the system as a whole might get lost. Without this knowledge local optimization might take place since the team might sometimes make decisions that are optimized for the single component but better solutions from a system perspective could have been made.
**Feature Teams**

Feature teams are fully responsible for implementation of user stories as contained in the Scrum Backlog. The team is not longer sliced along system components but implement everything what is necessary to finish the story.

Feature teams have to be interdisciplinary and ideally can act completely autonomous. The advantage is that system-knowledge is spread and integration is easier. However it is more difficult to ensure consistency of the system architecture and it might be difficult or takes time to ensure that enough knowledge is available in all teams.

**Component and Feature Teams**

In reality many larger projects use both: dedicated Component teams and Feature teams.
Team C is a Component team and provides necessary infrastructure services to the other teams that are used as Feature teams. Team C does not directly implement user stories but get the requirements from the user stories committed by the Feature teams. This allows minimizing the number of required people with expert knowledge (e.g. databases know-how).

**The Scrum Master in a Distributed Environment**

In a distributed environment the role of the Scrum Master is even more important as such setups usually have more impediments that require the Scrum Masters attention and effort.

One important rule is that the Scrum Master has to be located where the team is otherwise it will be difficult to remove the obstacles in daily work. There should always be a primary Scrum Master, but in virtual teams it might also be an option that on the remote site one person acts as a local Scrum Master.
**MULTI-TEAM COORDINATION & PLANNING**

**Scrum of Scrum**
To coordinate the different Scrum Teams "Scrum of Scrum"-Meetings can be used. It is similar to the Daily Scrum but the focus here is on team-level.

The meeting takes place every day and should be limited to e.g. 15 minutes. Each team sends out one member to participate and answer the following questions:
- What did the team finish?
- What does the team plan to finish today?
- Are there any impediments?

The answers should concentrate on the things that impact any other team.

The Chief Scrum Product Owner should moderate the meeting. Participate should not only the Scrum Master of the teams, one approach could also be to shift participation on a daily base within the team.

**Common Sprint Reviews**
Instead of multiple small Sprint Review meetings a common Sprint Review with all teams could also be used. This will show everyone what has been done within the Sprint and what the status of the project is.

**Common Sprint Retrospectives**
For the Sprint Retrospective there are two possibilities. The first possibility is that each team has their own Sprint Retrospective meeting followed by a Common Sprint Retrospective where all results are discussed that concern multiple teams.

Another possibility is that topics are collected, selected and then worked on in smaller groups with members of all teams. This approach will take more time but the advantage is that members from multiple teams are closely working together.

**Multi-Team Planning - Scrum Product Backlog**
Even when working with multiple teams it is important to keep only one common Scrum Product Backlog for all teams. The Scrum Product Backlog shall be maintained by the Chief Scrum Product Owner but is filled by all Scrum Product Owners.

If necessary the items in the Scrum Product Backlog can be broken down into more team-specific stories and maintained in a team-specific Scrum Product
Backlog, e.g. only the relevant parts for an infrastructure team. In this case references between these Scrum Product Backlogs shall exist.

**Team-specific Backlogs**

**Sprint Scheduling**
In a distributed Scrum environment it is possible to choose how to synchronize the different teams. One possibility is to use synchronous sprints. In this case all teams start and end their sprints on the same day.

Synchronous Sprints are the easiest approach since it makes communication and coordination simpler.

Another possibility is to use asynchronous sprints. Here the sprints do not start on the same day. Using asynchronous sprints has the advantage that not all meetings have to be performed on the same day and makes it possible for e.g. the Scrum Product Owners to participate in more of these meetings.

When one team provides services to other teams asynchronous Sprints might also be a good option because here the results of the service-providing
team is already available during the development time of the other teams and could be integrated.

Asynchronous Sprints

Effort Estimations
It is important that all items in the Scrum Product Backlog are estimated using the same base for estimation. If story points are used all teams have to agree on the same metric and a common scale to use. If Component Teams are used it is important that members of all teams participate in the estimation to ensure that all efforts are covered.
**SCRUNCH RELEASE PLANNING**

A very high-level plan for multiple Sprints (e.g. three to twelve iteration) is created during the Release planning. It is a guideline that reflects expectations about which features will be implemented and when they are completed. It also serves as a base to monitor progress within the project. Releases can be intermediate deliveries done during the project or the final delivery at the end.

To create a Release Plan the following things have to be available:

- A prioritized and estimated Scrum Product Backlog
- The (estimated) velocity of the Scrum Team
- Conditions of satisfaction (goals for the schedule, scope, resources)

Depending on the type of project (feature- or date-driven) the release plan can be created in different ways:

If the project is feature-driven, the sum of all features within a release can be divided by the expected velocity. This will then result in the number of sprints needed to complete the requested functionality.

### Release Plan for a feature-driven project

If the project is date-driven we can simply multiply the velocity by the number of Sprints and we'll get the total work that can be completed within the given timeline.
Release Plan for a date-driven project

Like the Scrum Product Backlog the Release plan is not a static plan. It will change during the whole project when new knowledge is available and e.g. entries in the Scrum Product Backlog are changed and re-estimated. Therefore the Release Plan should be revisited and updated in regular intervals, e.g. after each Sprint.
Thank you

I would like to thank you again for taking the time to read Scrum Revealed. We hope that you enjoyed reading this book as much as we had enjoyed while we were writing it. It is our biggest pleasure if we by any means manage to help you build a strong Scrum foundation for yourself.

We know that it's a very complex, overwhelming and overcrowded world with all Scrum certifications out there in the market.

And yet we managed to build our Scrum certification programs more concrete, attractive, helpful, useful and simpler than our competition did. This is why we believe our valuable students choose International Scrum Institute™ over bureaucratic, complex, expensive and half-baked solutions of our competitors.

Our one-of-a-kind industry leading registration, examination and certification process is very simple, quick and completely online. Click on this link to find out all details: Scrum Certification Program

Jenny Evans, International Scrum Institute™